
…Circular Holidays of Mister Philou (part 2)… 

The 2022 World Control line Championships in Wloclawek, Poland.  
 

After leaving my new German friends, I hung around Germany for a bit and stopped at Nuremberg, 

Bayreuth, Dresden and Gorlitz. Very beautiful cities, which although having suffered a lot during the 

Second World War, have been very well rebuilt, and still offer a very interesting "old" city.  

 

That’s where I learned (small personal digression) that the disability parking card was not recognized in 

Germany, but the opposite yes….. Just because the card allows you to visit certain national monuments in 

France for free, whereas it’s not the case in Germany. Weird but that’s the way it is…Fortunately the 

German police officers were not stupid, they never gave me tickets. On the contrary, they were very helpful 

particularly in Dresden.(End of digression, back to the story). 

 

So I arrived in Wloclawek, the day before the beginning of the Polish championship, which is a kind of 

rehearsal for the next world championship. Jacky guided me to the French zone…. And I parked under a 

tree…. Roland Surugue told me: you will only have shade in the afternoon and evening, but it is the only 

decent spot left…. Well, not so bad... There's electricity so I will be able to turn on the air conditioning in 

the evening if the motorhome gets too hot. Here we are, the Surugue parents, Jacky Pigout and his wife, and 

me, in a triangle… the French camp. The other competitors stay at the hotel, but will regularly join us, for 

aperitifs, adjustments, discussions…. 

 

  
 

We are 100 meters from the stunt tracks, 200 meters from the team and speed tracks. The fight is much 

further away, on the other side of the full-size aircraft track. We usually need to walk around this track to get 

there but this year, we have no fighters. Xavier Riera being alone, and the federation having decided to send 

only teams of three…. There will only be French representatives in stunt, team and speed. 

 

Team leader : Matthieu Perret.  

Vitesse F2A : Anthony Rostislavov, Jean Marc Aubé and Rémy Pasturel  

Stunt F2B : Nicolas Chapoulaud, Philippe Gauthier and Jacky Pigout.  

Team-racing F2C: Roland Surugue and Thierry Ougen, Georges and Pascal Surugue, Alexandre Gauthier 

and Thomas Villeboeuf  

 



 
 

Official flights begin. And to start, I must tell you about the atmosphere that prevailed during these first 

flights.  

 

First of all: the tracks condition. For the Team and the speed, it's really perfect, but the stunt pilots look a 

little sad. The grass tracks are not to their liking, "potato field" I even heard…. Well, of course, it is not a 

"green", but to me it seems acceptable, nothing more.  

 

I think the pressure of the championship made them over react.  

 

Another grievance: the catering. There are two options to eat on site. A double tent, which is a grill and 

dining room, and a permanent restaurant, adjoining the offices of the organizing club.  

 

Concerning the first one, the hours are surprising… The grill is open from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m....? As for the 

classic restaurant, the prices are unbelievable! Consequently, due to the very short opening hours of the grill, 

the schedules of the official tests and training sessions a few competitors only can eat at the Grill ! Many 

have to eat at home, in their tent or in their motorhome. As for the second option, the restaurant, it’s so 

expensive that it is naturally boycotted! 
 

I myself was surprised by the price of the "campsite" . 15 Euros per day for an unmown site… with rustic sanitary 

facilities, and inaccessible to wheelchairs…. It's a lot. Matthieu negotiated and we didn’t get to pay the additional 5 

Euros per camper…..  

The organizers will quickly react to this “bronca”,The opening hours of the grill will be extended from 11 am to 6 or 

7 pm, the prices of the restaurant will be divided by 4. Yes, yes, by 4!  

The positive aspect, I am surprised to discover two giant TV screens on which, after a few hazards, the scores of stunt 

competitors will be displayed in real time…. It's really a big plus! The flight and the notes are displayed 

simultaneously... Very good… so good that sometimes the note is displayed when the figure is not finished…. It must 

be the speed of the fiber (sic)….. In short, these are the vagaries of human judgment; a judge is also nicknamed “Santa 

Claus”… Indeed landings with three rebounds get the note of 9…. 

The French film themselves, and thanks to plotter software review their flights and can see their errors, the defects of 

their figures... David Liber, who is part of the French-speaking clan, is also an active player in these post-flight 

debriefings... I am impressed by the French! They go for it! They train from sunrise to sunset, then back to the French 

corner for analysis….  

This is serious. So serious, that one morning Jacky even arrived on the field before Igor Burger! Can you imagine!? 

 



 

 

 

The official flights follow one another, we are starting to see the rankings taking shape, Orestes Hernandez is flying 

really well, Igor, in my opinion, is doing slightly less well. And the young Le Tong (I was going to write the little one, 

but no, he has grown in 4 years! I tell him that it is time to stop, he is already taller than his father!) flies a little less 



well than in Landres. I have the impression that as he gets older he calms down a bit, and gets … In Landres he used 

to pass really low, and without shaking… In Poland he was wiser more cautious but excellent! He is in the top ten… 

Our French are doing well, Nicolas is in the lead, Philippe concedes him a few places, David is there too, and Jacky 

defends himself in the top 20…. A possible place in Fly-off, we keep our finger crossed. Frank Wadle is in the top 5, 

Holterman a little later, Mortbitzer a little further.....  

I am going to see the team, Roland and Thierry, who will be truly remarkable of friendlship and patience throughout 

my stay …. Whenever I ask a question, they take time to answer.kindly. When you know the pressure they are under, 

it’s truly remarkable! THANK YOU! 

I therefore discover the technique of making a splice with two cables, one is made of stainless steel and the other of 

steel, which allows welding, with lightness. Of course, you have to do it very quickly, so as not to "burn" the cable…. 

High precision work of which I took a photo… 

 On the edge of the slopes, conversations begin. The Israeli team compares three-bladed carbon propellers for 

electric motors, they show theirs…. Mr Xu offers them to take in hand a Chinese propeller, Falcon brand: it’s 

amazing! The pilots pass this marvel around and compare…. Unbelievable! The Chinese three-blade weighs ONLY 8 

GRAMS! This is madness ! Very generously Mr Xu offers to give this propeller, at the end of the championship…. It’s 

very generous, the Israelis are happy… 

 

 



Precious moments I appreciated on the edge of the slopes….  

Annoying little interludes: every ½ hour or so the flights stop, indeed it’s the weekend, and the skydiving club is 

flying ! So we have to stop our planes when the flying men and their customers land: 200 Euros the flight ! Yes, all 

the same, climb to 3500m, and double fall with an instructor…. 

Well, to make it short, I'm not going to do another report of the championship. You can find dozens of films and 

photos on the Internet, it only takes two or three clicks… I will only do the report of little extras, little scenes that I 

liked, anecdotes from the field, the rest has already been done so many times that I don't see the point of adding 

more….  

So for the results, etc…. check the official website of Wloclawek…  

To be continued…. 

 


